
 

 

 

Vama Veche is the perfect place for a 
vacation. It has nice beaches, rock            
festivals and very good food. Since 
the late 1990s it has experienced                             
development which has led to a 

"Save Vama Veche" campaign that is                       
lobbying for the area's 

environmental conservation.           
A major part of this campaign is the 

2003 founding of the Stufstock 
music festival.  Both were initiated 

by the "Association for the 
Conservation of Bio-Cultural 

Protected Areas" NGO. If in August 
2003 the festival drew a crowd of 

about 10,000, in 2005 the 
Stufstock record was of 40,000 

participants.   
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 If you enjoy Rock music,  
you must come here!  

StufStock Music Festival closes the    
season, usually at the end of August. 
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Famous for being the       
resort of the youth,       

Costinesti welcomes its 
guests in a cheerful and   

very animated atmosphere.     
It is located on the shore 
of the Black Sea, about                   

30 km south of Constanta.  
The beach is surveyed by 

the two symbols:             
the Obelisk and                  

Evanghelia shipwreck. 

The nightlife is focused around the 

two discos, in which, during the     

summer nights, concerts are held 

by the most popular bands from 

across  Romania. Because          

Costinești is frequented by          

youngsters, the atmosphere tends 

to be livelier than in the other 

Black Sea resorts.  

 The beach of Costinesti resort has 1 km 

length, and its width  varies according 

to its sectors. In the Obelisc area, it is 

wider, yet very busy during summer, in 

the North it is narrower, covered with 

fine sand and boarded by a low cliff. 

There are also beach bars and             

entertainment centers. Costinesti resort  

has a small inland lake,  the only one on 

the Romanian coast that is not fed       

underground.      
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